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Tehnical data / Season 2016
Altea
552 PK AUS

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS
Total length including drawbar (mm)

7610
1390

Tare weight (kg)
Floor, wall and roof insulation thickness (mm)
ATM weight (kg)
Payload (kg)
Body length (mm)
Internal length (mm)
Total width (mm)
Fresh water storage (L)
Internal width (mm)
Total height (mm)
Internal height (mm)
1009/569

1440
29/20/25
1800
360
6312
5512
2356
42/25,8/28,8
2170
2640
1950

CHASSIS EQUIPMENT
AL-KO hot dipped galvanised chassis

AL-KO SEMI OFF ROAD

O
AL-KO reinforced wind-down stabiliser legs
AL-KO anti-sway coupling
Drawbar cover, impact resistant ABS
Alloy wheels
Tyre size
Spare wheel located in front boot
AL-KO shock absorbers
X
AL-KO independent rubber suspension (IRS) axle
1

X
X
X
X
205/75 R16 C 108
X
X
X

BODY
Side walls/roof - Struct s/wich panel w/ hail resistant
FRP ext & breathable kiln dried ply interior
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
O
Side walls/roof - Struct s/wich panel w/ hail resistant
FRP ext & breathable kiln dried ply interior
X
Windows - Dble glazed acrylic with integrated privacy
blinds, ﬂyscreens and decorative curtains
Aluminium checker plate to side walls
X
X
Luggage door on passenger side (light dimensions)
X
Finish - Polyester sealed FRP
X
X
Luton & rear wall - Impact resistant ABS
X
Cassette awning, wind-out style

INTERIOR EQUIPMENT
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-

X

X

X

X
X

72 x 28
4,0 m
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Number of berths
Room slideout with dinette/bed conversion (L x W,
cm)
Forward French bed (L x W, cm)
Forward club lounge/bed conversion (L x W, cm)
Rear north/south island bed with liftable headrests (L
x W, cm)
Rear north/south single beds with liftable headrest (L
x W, cm)
O
O
O
O
X
O
O
O
X

6
196 x 77
O
203 x 140
203 x 98
-

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT
X
O
O
Refrigerator

190 L
X
X

???

X

BATHROOM EQUIPMENT
Swivel cassette toilet with electric ﬂush
Cassette toilet with electric ﬂush

X
X

X
Ensuite with separate shower/toilet
Above counter hand basin with ﬂickmixer
Acrylic hand basin (fold-down) with ﬂickmixer

B
X
X

WATER INSTALLATIONS
Standard water ﬁller (key lock)

X
X

Gas heater Truma Combi 4 with boiler
Fresh water tank with external inlet

X
130 L

ELECTRICITY
Awning LED light

X
X
X
X
X
X
O
X

House battery, deep cycle fully sealed

X
X

Battery charger

X
X
X
X

HEATING/AIR CONDITIONING
X

GAS
Gas cylinders, located in lockable front boot
X

X
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Gas cylinders
External BBQ gas bayonet point

X
X

AUDIO/VIDEO
Bluetooth music receiver

O
X

COLLECTION
Commercial name_local
U-shaped sitting area
Block kitchen
No. of berths

ALTEA 552PK
X
X
6
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Notice
The information on this website is provided "as is" and without warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, including (but not limited to) any implied warranties of merchantability, ﬁtness
for any particular purpose, or non-infringement of third party rights. While the information provided is believed to be accurate, it may include errors or inaccuracies. In no event shall Adria
Mobil be liable to any person for any special, indirect or consequential damages relating to this material, unless caused by gross negligence or intentional misconduct. The purpose of this
website is illustrative. The website may show photographs which may include some elements not belonging to the standard equipment or portray products which may not be available in
all markets. Products may change in terms of technical speciﬁcation and commercial details and in relation to speciﬁc regulations. You are advised to always contact your selected Adria
dealer to obtain all detailed information prior to purchasing.
Adria Mobil and its Subsidiaries and Authorized Distributors regularly monitor but shall not be liable for the content of any external links. The operators of the websites that we link to have
sole responsibility for the content of these pages.

Copyright
Copyright © Adria Mobil d. o. o., Novo mesto, Slovenia 2015-16. All rights reserved. The text, images, graphics, sound ﬁles, animation ﬁles, video ﬁles, and their arrangement on the Adria
Mobil websites are all subject to copyright and other intellectual property protection. These objects may not be copied for commercial use or distribution, nor may these objects be
modiﬁed or reposted to other sites. Some Adria Mobil websites may contain images whose copyrights are attributable to third parties.

Trademarks
Unless otherwise indicated, all marks displayed on Adria Mobil Internet sites are subject to the trademark rights of Adria Mobil, this applies especially to its marks, model names, corporate
logos and emblems.

No Licenses
The Adria Mobil has thought to achieve an innovative and informative Internet site. We hope that you will be as enthusiastic as we are about this creative eﬀort. However, you also need to
understand that the Adria Mobil must protect their Intellectual Property, including their patents, trademarks and copyrights. Accordingly, you are hereby on notice that neither this Internet
site, nor any material contained therein shall in any way grant or be taken to grant any person a license to the Adria Mobil’s Intellectual Property.

Data protection
Data protection and data security are important to us. Your data is collected in accordance with the relevant legal requirements. When using our services you may be asked to supply
personal data. Providing this information is voluntary. Your personal data is used in strict accordance with data protection laws. Personal data supplied on Adria Mobil websites is used as
part of the contract procedure and in order to process your requests. Processing and using your data for consultation, advertising and market research purposes only takes place with your
explicit consent. If, when giving your consent to the purposes stated above, you also give your permission for your data to be used by other Adria Mobil subsidiaries or additional named
third parties, your data may also be transferred to these parties. If this is not the case, your data will not be transferred to any other parties. You can withdraw your consent for future
actions at any time.

User data
When you visit our online pages, your IP address, the website which referred you to us and details of the web pages that you visit on our site will be automatically saved, together with the
date and duration of your visit, for statistics purposes only. No personal connection is made with this data. A statistical evaluation of this data is carried out in an anonymous format only.

Use of cookies
Data is collected and saved for marketing and optimization purposes on this website. Cookies may be used for this. Cookies are small text ﬁles that are saved locally in the cache of the
site visitor’s Internet browser. Cookers enable the Internet browser to be re-identiﬁed. Data collected will not be used to identify the visitor to the website personally without their prior
consent and will not be merged with personal data relating to the person to whom the pseudonym refers. You may withdraw your consent for data to be collected and saved in the future
at any time.
If you do not wish to allow cookies, please modify your browser settings accordingly.

Right to information
In accordance with legislation, you may ask for information regarding whether data is stored and, if so, what data is held relating to you personally or your pseudonym at any time and free
of charge.

Deleting and correcting data
On request, we will of course immediately delete or correct any data that we have on you in accordance with the relevant legal requirements.

Transfer
We do not currently oﬀer encrypted data transfer. This means that the data that you enter could potentially be read by unauthorized persons. If you do not wish to use the Internet, you
can also send your requests to us by fax or post Adria Mobil, d. o. o., 8000 Novo mesto, Slovenia.
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